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The Republican wave that swept America on election night crashed in California but was
enough to lift GOP candidates in Inland Southern California.

Nationally voters sent many GOP candidates to Congress and state capitals, but
California bucked the trend by electing a slate of Democrats, such as Sen. Barbara
Boxer and Jerry Brown.

That leaves the Inland area in a familiar place -- out of sync with a state known for union
initiatives, environmental regulations and social spending and more in line with a
conservative nation pushing back against big government and taxes.

"California is definitely now two states: A left-leaning coast and an Inland area," said
Douglas Johnson, a fellow at the political-tracking Rose Institute at Claremont-McKenna
Colleges. "This completes the process from a north-south state to an east-west state."

But the lines are blurring between conservative and liberal districts, Johnson and others
said. Democrats are moving Inland, increasing registration in once-Republican regions.
That makes some Inland counties, and even a couple on the coast, different from more
politically stable places in California.

"I think we're still a purple state and if you get into the nitty-gritty of these elections,
races were a lot closer than expected," said Renee Van Vechten, an assistant political
science professor at the University of Redlands.

In central Riverside County, Republican Rep. Mary Bono Mack won re-election like
other Inland congressional incumbents, but without the support she enjoyed in the past.
Since 2004, the percentage of votes she received fell from 67 percent to 51 percent,
declining in each of the every-two-year elections.

With changes to districts coming when they are redrawn by an independent commission
after the 2010 census, the notion of the Inland area as solidly conservative could change
for stalwarts such as Rep. Ken Calvert, R-Corona.

"Calvert's district was taken down to San Clemente to protect him in 2000," Johnson
said. "That won't happen again."

LESS PROTECTED

When and if incumbents like Calvert and Rep. Joe Baca, D-Rialto, campaign again in
2012, they might find themselves less protected by traditional supporters, and more likely
to have to reach out to voters on a number of issues, observers said.

"I think the voters in California are much less riven than say a comparison between a red
state like Utah and a blue state," said Max Neiman, senior scholar at the Institute of
Government Studies at UC Berkeley and a former UC Riverside professor.

"But voters are changing... they are more inclined to split their vote on a number of key
issues like job creation or education and politicians can't expect that same level of
support anymore based on broad policies or parties."

Reach Dug Begley at 951-368-9475 or dbegley@PE.com
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